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Employer JobsJob BoardJob: Flex PM
#2623. Mt. Olympus at Wisconsin Dells, WI

 Print  

Type of Position Flex PM

Position Description POSITION PLACEMENT IS NOT GUARANTEED. PARTICIPANTS ARE PLACED AHEAD OF TIME, BUT
POSITION MAY CHANGE BASED ON EXPERIENCE, QUALIFICATIONS, AND EMPLOYER NEED. The Flex
PM position is a rotating role between the Runner position and Laundry Attendant position, based on
resort needs. Hours in each position may not be even. General cleaning is required. Additional
responsibilities may be assigned by supervisor as needed. The Runner is responsible for satisfying and
fulfilling all guest requests that are communicated to them by the front desk staff after 4:00 pm. Other
Runner duties include, but are not limited to: must keep all hallways clean and clear, supply the
swimming pool and waterpark with clean pool towels, remove all dirty towels, and ensuring that all
Runner supply areas are properly stocked at the beginning and end of their shift. The Runner is also
responsible for making sure that all rollaway beds are made and that pillows are cased at the
beginning of the shift. Lastly, Runners also must ensure that all boxes for Room Attendants' supplies
are stocked as needed. The Laundry Attendant is responsible for supplying internal and external
customers with the superior service of clean linens. The Laundry Attendants are held accountable for
performing all daily duties of the laundry facility, including, but not limited to: sorting laundry, loading
washers, unloading dryers, folding laundry, stocking all linens in an organized and clean environment,
cleaning and safely maintaining the washers and dryers.

Approximate Hours per Week 32

Employment Period Start dates: 12/1/2022 - 12/22/2022 
End dates: 3/10/2023 - 3/31/2023
Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec

Pay Rate
Pay Rate $11.00 per hour

Overtime Terms 1.5 x wage after 40 hours per week. Overtime hours are not guaranteed.

Bonus Info

Housing
Housing Housing is located off-site at the Hiawatha Residence Hall. Hiawatha is dormitory-style housing, with

large, dorm style bathrooms. Each room contains 3-4 beds (may include bunk beds). Each floor of the
housing has a community kitchen and dining room. Laundry facilities are available on site. In the
Community & Administration Building, there is a large area for occupants to rest and relax. The
community room has couches, a TV, a ping pong table, and a billiard table. Hiawatha Residence Hall
does not allow any alcohol in the rooms. Failure to adhere to this policy could lead to eviction from
housing. Participants are expected to clean up after themselves and help with keeping housing clean.

Housing Cost $95-100 per person, per week

Requirements
Required Qualifications A good level of English is required for participants in this position. Must always bring a smile to work,

be flexible, organized, and a team player. Must maintain and present a professional attitude and
appearance, be able to communicate and follow instruction, and able to work in a fast-paced
environment. Must be able to push carts of dirty linens to and from the machines. Must be able to lift
up to 50 lbs., bend, stoop and kneel. Must be able to use cleaning chemicals. Participants should not
obtain a second job until completing their training and obtaining a schedule from their manager.

Uniform Requirements Participants should bring black pants, black socks, and comfortable black shoes. The other required
uniform components cost approximately $63, which is deducted incrementally from paychecks to
ensure that weekly wages do not fall below minimum wage.
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